(1.1) |a«(*,ö|£*(l + |€|). Let functions UQEW?(Q) and fiEL 2 (Q) t \i\ £k, be given. Let Wp^iQ) be the closure of £>(0), the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support, in the space W^ (Q) .
A We will suppose the following:
\i\sk \i\sk
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose the differentiability of a»(#, £) with respect to £y and ( (Q) . It satisfies the inequality:
It is well known that the regularity problem consists of proving that the weak solution belongs to the class C 
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Partial regularity was proved in the papers of Ch. B. (2.i) NI**^(zWo» + IWk).
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1, we obtain: ,<l^(^( *i««))).
KMSIs» HI**
We can easily see that the conditions (1.1), (1.4), (l.S) and (1.7) are valid with constants independent of r. Hence, for O^r^l, there 
